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Project Elevate hosted six meetings
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of young transgender and cisgender
women of color to create a marketing campaign
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to reduce STIs in Chicago.

SIGN

The AFC-led

National Female Condom Coalition

This is a defining moment in the history of HIV/AIDS. We are better positioned than ever before to end new
infections while providing essential support to those living with HIV and AIDS — but only if we bring together
resources such as community partners, advocates, education and financial support while addressing the
social injustices that disproportionately impact marginalized communities.

kicked off a campaign to reduce FDA regulations on female condoms by
coordinating sign-ons from 88 organizations across the U.S.

PrEP, new access to comprehensive health care, treatment and its impact on prevention and
new approaches to reaching vulnerable populations have created this unprecedented opportunity.
Here are 30 ways the AIDS Foundation of Chicago (AFC) has seized these opportunities and achieved great
successes in its 30th year of action.

206
AFC staff organized and conducted a total of six trainings about PrEP for
206 members of the HIV workforce in Chicago and throughout Illinois,

15 community events in June,
testing over 5,000 people for HIV.
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AFC launched a new

Consumer Advisory
Board , where 10 members
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including one for AmeriCorps service members
from AIDS service organizations across Chicago.

Step Up. Get Tested. hosted

10 MEMBERS

CommunityLinks signed contracts with two
Medicaid managed care organizations to provide
specialized services to their members.

from AFC programs weigh in on their
service quality and help AFC improve
its connection to clients.

To better serve AFC’s new families,
visitors and clients, the organization

AFC raised nearly $500,000 to support its PrEP-related

initiatives , which include developing a social marketing

campaign, training the HIV workforce and supporting PrEP centers of
excellence in Chicago.

In three years, AFC's MTI project tested
6,194 people in Chicago, 211 of whom got the
news they are HIV-positive. Of those people,

9 out of 10 were linked to medical care.

created a lactation
room and offers flexible hours to
accommodate employees' needs.

AFC launched a major diversity

and inclusion analysis
of the organization and developed
recommendations.

Read more at aidschicago.org.
Statistics reflect activity from Jan. 1 - June 30, 2015, unless otherwise noted.

144 receivin

10 youth enrolled in the new

El Rescate 2.0,
AFC helped 373 people
living with and vulnerable to HIV
keep their homes through rental
assistance, helping them make
their rent payments.
The 750 Club’s
first two housing
clients moved into
supportive housing this year. With
help from AFC, the 750 Club aims
to house youth experiencing
homelessness in Chicago.

a supportive housing collaboration
between AFC and Vida/SIDA.

supportive houg
si n g

AFC wrote letters to four insurance
companies asking that they re-evaluate
their HIV drug costs; one company
pledged to lower costs in response to
the letters.
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704 clients under age 30 are receiving Ryan White
case management support, and 144 clients under age
30 are receiving supportive housing services.
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Nearly 900 advocates fought for a

#PositiveBudgetIL

through Virtual Advocacy Day, an HIV

budget town hall and organizing workshop,
and two daylong trips to Springfield.

AFC’s Center for Housing and Health organized

Better Health through Housing ,
a Chicago-area supportive housing collaborative.

AFC's Center for Housing and Health
helped 165 formerly

homeless and highly
vulnerable individuals

and families get
housing through its
Housing for Health Program.

67 vulnerable clients received utility
payments, allowing them to keep their

support against his HIV
criminalization conviction.

AFC responded to the

Supreme Court’s ruling

AFC’s supportive
housing program
was able to help 123 people end their homelessness,
adding to a total number of 855 housed people through 14 programs.

coordinated an open letter
to Michael Johnson among

110 partners to show

lights on and their water running.

Despite state budget threats to
this crucial system in Illinois,

HIV Prevention
Justice Alliance

to maintain health care subsidies by
hosting a webinar explaining the
decision, which was attended by
200 people.

with 35 CommunityDirect partners for this year’s
run and walk on Saturday, Sept. 26, at Soldier Field.

delegation to AIDSWatch .
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suppressed!
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The In-Person

Counselor program

closed in 2015 after helping
4,226 people access health
insurance over two enrollment
periods.

PUT YOUR FOOT DOWN.
AIDS Run & Walk Chicago has partnered

On April 13 and 14, ten IL ASAP advocates
traveled to Washington, DC, as the Illinois
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Over 82% of our 3,935 Ryan White
case management clients we served in the
first half of 2015 are virally suppressed!
This means that their HIV levels are low,
which leads to better overall health and a
reduced risk of transmission.

185 runners and 15 triathletes are training with

TEAM TO END AIDS to raise money and awareness
for HIV.

to: 190 case managers

AFC hosted 680 guests
and more than 60 volunteers

at the 30th Year Gala ,
which raised around $400,000.

In April, the first issue of Take Care, an e-newsletter

for 190 case managers in AFC’s network, was published.

SUPPORTS

53

AFC supported 53 transgender people through the
largest HIV case management system in the country.

